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Daniel started his construction career in 1983 as an apprentice

Passive Solar Design

in Switzerland, Europe. There he learned from older and more

Passive solar is harnessing the sun's energy to reduce the

houses. Cutting mortise and tenons for structural posts is still

need for mechanical heating and cooling. It increases

something that’s done today. Since the late 80’s, Daniel has

energy efficiency and comfort in the home by adding
insulation and improved ventilation. In a passive solar
house, the sun's heat is absorbed in the winter and
repelled in the summer. This method of heating and

experienced carpenters how to timber frame and build log

learned all about the ever-changing U.S. construction
industry. Daniel started his own remodeling company in 2001
and has since designed and built many additions and
remodels in and around Montgomery County, MD.

cooling is highly efficient because it utilizes the sun's
energy to distribute heat throughout the house. In order
for passive solar to work, a house must have large
south-facing windows, roof overhangs, and insulation
that is continuous from the foundation to the roof. Many
houses qualify for a passive solar design upgrade like this!

Due to years of experience, Daniel is able to make design
changes that make construction easier and cheaper. He has
proved himself to be a great communicator so that all parties
involved in a remodeling project work as one. His ability to
plan, schedule, and execute projects have made jobs less
stressful and more rewarding for his clients. Things most
frequently mentioned in client reviews are that Daniel and dk
are experienced, stay within budget, remain responsive and
available, have clean and organized job sites, and get the job
done on time.

Visit our website to learn more

www.dkcontractors.biz/green

Angles of the Sun
For passive solar to work, the house must be orientated in a
south-facing position. Here we can see the relationship

Exterior Insulation and
Finishing System
In the image above, we are

between a passive solar house and the sun. On a typical

looking at the south side of

summer afternoon, the sun’s steep angle will not be able to

a house that was built in

heat the house because of the long roof

1966. It is a true masonry

overhangs. In the winter however, the

structure with bricks on the

sun travels across the horizon at a

the surfaces inside. Due to these shifting sun patterns, days
are much shorter during the winter and much longer during

 Reduced need for expensive mechanical systems
 Improved insulation with reduced drafts and cold rooms
 Decreased wear and tear on the HVAC system
 Additional natural lighting to the home
 Lower monthly energy bill
Our ancestors understood the importance of the orientation

on the inside. Our plan was to cut larger openings to

of all buildings and windows. Utilizing natural energy sources,

accommodate bigger south facing windows and improve

such as the sun, has benefited people in the past and will play

shading by adding overhangs. To add insulation to the walls,

an important role in the future. Modern science provides us

we used a system called the (EIFS) exterior insulation and

the summer.

 Free heat in the winter and less heat in the summer

outside and center blocks

much lower angle and reaches into the
house through its large windows to warm

Lessons Learned

finishing system.

with better insulation, ventilation, and testing equipment
than our ancestors had. There are things we can learn

It is a two-coat stucco finish

from people who lived long ago. Not everything from

that applies directly on top of

the past is good but maybe our fast-developing

the existing brick. We applied a

advanced society will benefit from revisiting how

5” thick polystyrene foam on

things were done long ago. Our ancestors

the exterior, covering the

relied on faith and time-tested traditions.

Techniques of passive solar building design were practiced for

entire house from side to side

We should not totally abandon our

thousands of years, before the advent of mechanical heating

and from foundation to attic. The wall thickness increased to

ancestors but bring back some

and cooling. Fully developed solar architecture and urban

14 ½”. With this new wall system, the brick and stone move to

of their faith and traditions

planning methods were first used by the Greeks and the

the interior of the house, acting as thermal mass. In passive

and see how we can

Chinese. Roman bathhouses had large south facing windows,

solar design, thermal mass helps retain the warmth gained in

revive them by using

allowing sunlight to naturally warm the spaces

the winter and helps keep the house cool in the summer.

modern science.
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